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THE ARBITER
By Tessa Dahlgren
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Cast of Characters

ACTOR ONE

ACTOR TWO

ACTOR THREE
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ACTOR ONE
Toothpaste?

ACTOR TWO
Yup.

ACTOR ONE
Floss?

ACTOR TWO
Uhhuh.

ACTOR ONE
Deodorant?

ACTOR TWO
Yep. I think that’s all the toiletries?

ACTOR ONE
Mmmm.

(Ponders.)
You pack the Tylenol?

ACTOR TWO
Yeah!

ACTOR ONE
TSA won’t let you bring the liquid kind. Take the travel bottle.

ACTOR TWO
Oh. Right.

ACTOR ONE
Sunscreen?

ACTOR TWO
Uhh-yyyyyyyyyy…

(Searching.)
Yyyyyep! Right here!

ACTOR ONE
Don’t just throw it in the suitcase it’ll get over everything.

ACTOR TWO
Shit, right, I’ll put it in a bag.
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ACTOR ONE
Perfect. You pack enough socks?

ACTOR TWO
Yeah, a pair for each day.

ACTOR ONE
No extras??

ACTOR TWO
Why would-

ACTOR ONE
What if it rains and they get soaked?

ACTOR TWO
It’s not supposed to rain.

ACTOR ONE
What if you step in a puddle, or you get sweaty, or you shower midday, or-

ACTOR TWO
Okayokayokay.

(Acceptance.)
You’re right. You think… one extra’s fine?

ACTOR ONE
Uh-

ACTOR TWO
Totally totally. I’ll make it two. Or three?

(Checking their math, concerned.)
Do you think that’s enough?

ACTOR ONE
(A poor liar.)

Yeah! Probably.
(A beat).

It’s just a pair of socks, if you’re stressed about it throw in a few more so you don’t have to
worry about it.

ACTOR TWO
(Comforted, tucks more away.)

You’re right, I don’t want to regret not bringing enough.
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ACTOR ONE
Exactly. Now did you pack the bowls?

ACTOR TWO
The what?

ACTOR ONE
The two blue bowls should do.

ACTOR TWO
Why would I need the-

ACTOR ONE
You don’t want to be a burden to your family while you’re there, you should have your own set
to-

ACTOR TWO
Do you think they’d mind if we just use theirs-

ACTOR ONE
Seriously?? They’re already giving you a place to stay - for free, mind you. AND you // asked
super short notice.

ACTOR TWO
She said she was happy to have us // stay there.

ACTOR ONE
Are you kidding me? She has three kids she’s constantly cleaning up after. Last thing she needs
is to be doing extra dishes for you.

ACTOR TWO (ashamed.)
I - I didn’t think about it like that.

ACTOR ONE
Clearly.

ACTOR THREE
Henry?

(Cheerfully, calling from the bottom of the stairs.)
Almost done packing?

ACTOR ONE
You think you can just waltz in and have everyone cater to // you.

ACTOR THREE
(Climbing up the stairs.)
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Henry?

ACTOR TWO
(Throat catching as they speak aloud for the first time.)

Ah, um, I’m up here, Arthur.

ACTOR ONE
(Over the incompetence.)

God he’s going to see you’re not even done packing yet. You’ve been taking forever!!

ACTOR THREE
Hey! Want any help finishing up?

ACTOR TWO
Uhm I-

ACTOR ONE
See he knows you’re fucking useless, what are you, five? You can’t even // pack for yourself.

ACTOR TWO
(Struggling to focus between the two voices.)

I’m almost done - I think?

ACTOR THREE
(Noticing Henry’s distress.)

Hey, hey, what’s wrong?

ACTOR TWO
I - um-

ACTOR ONE
Unbelievable. You make everything about you.

ACTOR TWO
(Focus, don’t let the tears well up.)

I think that I’m just-um feeling a little anxious // about the - uh.

ACTOR ONE
God you’re such a baby! // Can’t you keep it together for five seconds??

ACTOR THREE
Anxious about the trip?

ACTOR TWO
Uhuh.
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ACTOR ONE
You ALWAYS do this. This is supposed to be a fun trip and you’re ruining it already!

ACTOR TWO (breaking.)
You’re right, I ruin everything.

ACTOR THREE
Heyheyhey, whoa there. Look at me, yeah? Can you take a deep breath with me? Really good.
Another?

ACTOR ONE
You’re pathetic.

ACTOR TWO
(Turning to ONE, resolved.)

Fuck off.
(A release, they are gone.)

ACTOR THREE
(Unaware of the exchange.)

Better?

ACTOR TWO
(Another breath, alone.)

Yes.

ACTOR THREE
Did you want help packing?

ACTOR TWO
(A decision.)

No thanks, I’m done. I’ve been over my list plenty-I’m going to trust myself.
(A final breath, they believe it now.)

I have everything I need.

CURTAIN
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A LETTER FROM YOUR ANXIETY
A Monologue

By Jessica Porter
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Cast of Characters

VOICE

Note: All headings should be read aloud, including numbers.
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(All headings read aloud, including numbers.)

VOICE
It’s me again. The voice in your head. I have a list of some things you need to hear. And I
thought that there would be no better time than right this second.

(Pulls out list.)
1. Remember that thing you did today? Maybe you were wrong about something. Maybe  you
got up to get a tissue and there were none, so you just looked stupid. Maybe you had  someone’s
hoodie too long. Maybe someone thought you were annoying. It’s none of my  business. You
know what you did. And so will everyone else. And they’ll hate you for it.

2. Remember that thing that happened years ago? I understand that you are already  thinking
about what you did wrong today, which is good, and you should keep thinking about it.  While
we are on the subject, also think about that thing you did years ago. It’s in the past, but  don’t
ever let that stop you from dwelling on it.

3. Have you looked in a mirror recently? Well, don’t. Unless, of course, you are planning  to
sit and nitpick every little imperfection. Then, by all means, go look at the disgusting being  that
you are. You feel trapped in your own skin and you know there is nothing you can do to  change
it. Nothing you can do to fix who you are.

4. High school is practically over. College is coming and we both know that you aren’t  ready. I
hope you know what you are doing because if you choose wrong, well, good luck with  life. How
about your friends? They’ll hug you goodbye… and then never speak to you again.  What
happens when you get to college? You will have no friends because you will be still  desperately
grasping at the last bits of high school, while everyone else has moved on. Speaking  of moving
on, everyone already has. You’re already gone in everyone’s mind and they are okay  with it…
but you aren’t. Are you?

5. Speaking of the future… yours is dark. I know you feel like you have things planned  out,
but they will fall through. What if you pick the wrong major? If you aren’t good at it, then  you
won’t find a job, and you won’t get a house, and you won’t be able to feed your pet, so  you’ll
have to give them up, and then you’ll be by yourself and homeless, and it will be  storming. I
know you are scared of storms. I put that in there just for you.

6. You are alone. No one on this earth loves you. Do I even need to explain? Have you  met
yourself? Unfortunately, other people have met you and it didn’t go well. Maybe if you  didn’t
suck so much, someone might like you.

7. You are alone. No one on this earth loves you Part 2. Thought we were done with this
topic? No. You are a horrible person. You drag all of your problems around, and everyone
near  you has to put up with it. Don’t think that’s true? You started crying for no reason during
a game, a simple game. What about that one incident? The one where you started shaking and
crying in public. Nobody wants to deal with that. You're a huge burden to everyone.

8. You can’t get rid of me. You want to, but you won’t ever let me go. I’m here to stay.
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9. There’s definitely someone outside your window. You’re welcome.

CURTAIN
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MIND CONTROL
By Samantha Gisser
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Cast of Characters

BRAIN

ADHD
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AT RISE: BRAIN, put-together and wearing light pink, stands in front of an intercom
system. She looks around, then presses the button and opens her mouth, about to
speak.

ADHD
(Offstage.)

Up-bup-bup!

(BRAIN jumps, startled. She turns, and upon seeing ADHD enter --
somewhat disgruntled and wearing mismatched clothes -- she sighs.)

Brain! You know any messages you wanna relay have to go through me.

BRAIN (displeased.)
Yes, ADHD, I’m unfortunately familiar with this baffling rule.

(ADHD takes their position at the intercom, forcing BRAIN aside.)

ADHD
Now, what did you want to tell her?

BRAIN
That she should work on her history project.

ADHD
Oh, BOOO! I want her to play that super fun game she downloaded yesterday. I swear I could
watch it for hours.

ADHD
(Into microphone.)

Play new game.

BRAIN
ADHD, it’s worth 20% of her grade!

ADHD
When’s it due?

BRAIN
Next week.

ADHD
PSHHH! That’s literally forever from now!

BRAIN
But this project is a lot of work. If we start now, she won’t be scrambling at the last minute.
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ADHD
One week is practically a year! She’ll be fine.

BRAIN
One week and one year are very different lengths of time.

(ADHD considers for a moment, then shrugs.)

ADHD
Same difference to me.

BRAIN
How-?!

(BRAIN takes a deep breath.)
You know what? Fine. When will you tell her to do it?

ADHD
Later.

BRAIN
When later?

ADHD
Like, tomorrow or the next day or five days from now- I dunno! Just later!

BRAIN
This is ridiculous.

(BRAIN shoves ADHD aside.)

(Into microphone.)
Do your history project!

(ADHD shoves BRAIN back.)

ADHD
Brain, cut that out! Besides, she can hear you, but her body is trained to only take direction from
me.

(Cheerful demeanor dropping slightly.)
She doesn’t move unless I say so.

BRAIN
So now she's fully aware of the fact that she should be working, but you still won’t let her?!
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ADHD
I’m not the one who made her think about it!

BRAIN
What was your plan then, just ignore it? ‘Cause that only works for so long till it ends in a
MELTDOWN!

ADHD
That won’t happen.

BRAIN
That always happens!

ADHD
Well it won’t this time! Ugh, you’re such a downer. I’m not even enjoying watching her play
anymore.

ADHD
(Into microphone.)

Stop playing.

BRAIN
...So now she’s just doing nothing?

ADHD
Yup.

BRAIN
But I thought you didn’t want her working because you wanted to watch her play that game. So
if she’s not playing now, can’t she work?

ADHD
No.

BRAIN
No?!

ADHD
No! It’s painfully boring, it’s stressful, it’s overwhelming, it’s…

(ADHD starts to hyperventilate, then pauses, collecting themself.)
Anything is better than doing that awful project. Even nothing.

BRAIN
And when she inevitably ends up feeling even more stressed and overwhelmed? Feeling guilty
and ashamed and angry at herself? What then?
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ADHD
Shut up!

BRAIN
You always do this! It’s not just school either, it’s everything! Chores, hygiene, social
commitments--

ADHD
(Hands covering ears.)

STOP! IT’S TOO MUCH, TOO MUCH! IT’S ALWAYS TOO MUCH!!!

(ADHD drops to their knees and starts weeping. BRAIN just stands there,
stunned. After a few moments, ADHD wipes their tears and stands back
up.)

(Sincere.)
Look. If you want me to focus on this project, then I can’t handle thinking about all those other
things too--

BRAIN
That’s fine! Just the project for now is fine.

(ADHD nods, grateful.)

ADHD
Okay. I’m gonna go cool off, but we’ll start working soon.

(ADHD exits.)

BRAIN
(To themselves; defeated.)

Soon...

CURTAIN
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WAITING FOR AN OPENING
By Kort Linblad
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Cast of Characters

MICHELLE: Late 20s - Mid 30s, BIPOC/AAPI. On the spectrum.

SAM: Identity nonspecific

BRIENNE: Identity nonspecific

MICHELLE’S INNER THOUGHTS (MIT)
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AT RISE: MICHELLE is at a party talking with two other guests (SAM and BRIENNE).
MICHELLE watches on as SAM and BRIENNE talk (conversation improvised)
until she is joined by MICHELLE’S INNER THOUGHTS.

MIT
So another thing I really like about Elephants is -

MICHELLE
Hold on. I’m trying to listen.

MIT
What are they talking about?

MICHELLE
I don’t know. Something about a trip to Denver?

MIT
That’s workable. Just wait for an opening.

MICHELLE
It’s been a long time, I think I need to make one myself.

MIT
Just bring up Elephants. Everyone loves Elephants.

MICHELLE
I can’t. It would disrupt the conversation.

MIT
Giraffes?

MICHELLE
No.

MIT
Kangaroos?

MICHELLE
No.

MIT
Skunk ape?

MICHELLE
Doesn’t exist. And no.
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MIT
It might exist.

MICHELLE
We’ll review the evidence later. Right now let’s focus. What are they talking about now?

SAM
That’s like how Harry Houdini also used to debunk seances when he wasn’t performing magic.
He actually would disguise himself so -

MIT
- The other thing about Asian Elephants is that they actually have unique freckle looking marks,
so you can tell one from the other easily just by looking - oh sorry. So. Houdini, right?

MICHELLE
How do you get from Denver to Houdini?

MIT
I don’t know. Unstuck yet, think you can join in now?

MICHELLE
Yes. I think. I’ll start. By asking, if -

BRIENNE
- So, anyway, about my brake pads -

MICHELLE
- Oh no, I waited too long!

MIT
It’s fine, it’s fine.

MICHELLE
I had an in then the in stopped being an in and became a not in. Crap!

MIT
Deep breaths, calm down.

MICHELLE
How? We’ve been standing here waiting to feel comfortable enough to start to begin thinking
about maybe, interjecting, possibly, forever.

MIT
That word salad is a felony. Also it’s only been ten minutes.
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MICHELLE
Oh, what do I do? I don’t want to go home but it’s loud in here, it’s hot, I can’t make any
conversation, I’m just going to sleep in the corner hallway.

MIT
I’m not tired though.

MICHELLE
Ok, you’re in charge, what should we do?

MIT
Listen to me. Just bring up Elephants and see how it greases the wheels.

MICHELLE
Oh please get off the animal train, it’s exhausting even me.

MIT
I wish there was a real animal train.

MICHELLE
Hey, me too now that you mention it. There’d be a fun sloth conductor...he’s got a little hat
on...pulls the whistle really slowly - wait!

(Frustrated sigh.)
I’m stuck in a cyclical solipsistic social anxiety state of asphyxiation and I hate it!

MIT
Listen. If we’re stuck on animals today, then we’re stuck on animals today. Can’t do much to
change that. So instead of letting it shut you down, just...just try bringing it up. Don’t you have
those seal figurines? Ask if they do any collecting, that will get you started.

MICHELLE
Ok. I’ll try that.

MIT
I think they’re at an opening. You can take it from here.

(MIT exits as SAM and BRIENNE’S conversation comes back into
focus.)

MICHELLE
So, do either of you collect anything?

BRIENNE
Not enough space. You?
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MICHELLE
A little. I have a shelf of glass seal figurines.

BRIENNE
Oh?

MICHELLE
Mm Hm. One’s swimming, one’s sleeping, one’s balancing a beach ball on its nose. I like
animals a lot.

SAM
That’s interesting. My uncle in Denver used to work in the seal exhibit at the Denver zoo.

MICHELLE
Wow, really?

(They all talk amongst themselves.
Blackout.)

CURTAIN
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TAKING THE TIME
A Mime Show

By Melanie Peterman
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Cast of Characters

MAGGIE: A student with test anxiety and a learning disability who
feels like the odd one out. (Examples: Processing Speed
Disorder, Dyslexia, etc.)

STUDENTS: An ensemble of students. They work in absolute
synchronization, and they always move to the rhythm of the
music. They are inflexible, sharp, and precise. They must
walk on a grid until the shift at the 2 minute mark.

TEACHER: A teacher who is kind, understanding, and accommodating.
Actor should also be a student in the ensemble.

Notes: The cast must be racially diverse and inclusive.
Pronouns used in the script should be freely adjusted as needed.

This piece was initially created for the 2018 Freshman Movement Project at Southern Methodist
University.

This show is accompanied by the song Mandatory Evac/Counting Cars by The Oh Hellos. See
time stamps throughout the script/scenario for reference. The entire show will be about three
minutes long.

Each cast member needs a piece of white paper. Each paper should be blank on one side, and
some papers will have writing on the other side. (See script/scenario for details.)
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AT RISE: Music begins. The stage is empty. (Music 0:04) STUDENTS enter in single-file
lines, walking quickly to the rhythm of the music. Each STUDENT holds a piece
of paper in their hands. MAGGIE is the odd one out.

(The STUDENTS stop at their “assigned seats” onstage.)

(Music 0:08)
(They spin out, facing downstage.)
(They sit on the floor.)
(They slap their papers on the ground and begin taking the test.)
(Music 0:11)

(MAGGIE sits downstage center, taking her time. She’s sitting up straight,
thinking through each question. The STUDENTS are bent over their
papers, writing furiously.)

((Music 0:25) SLAP! A STUDENT flips over their paper and starts
writing on the other side. Everyone knows what that means. It’s as if the
student had shouted, “I’M WORKING FASTER THAN YOU! I’M
WINNING!” (Music 0:33) Another STUDENT flips over their paper with
a SLAP. Then another, then another…)

(To the rhythm of the music, building in speed.)
(Music 0:37)

(SLAP!)
(Beat.)

(SLAP-SLAP!)
(Beat.)

(Overlapping.)
(SLAP! SLAP! SLAP! SLAP! SLAP!)

(One by one, the STUDENTS turn their papers in, slapping them down
into a pile in front of MAGGIE. They form a line upstage, watching. They
whisper, point, and scoff. MAGGIE is isolated.)

((Music 1:00) MAGGIE is the only one still working. Pressure is flooding
the space. Hurry, hurry, hurry. She’s thinking as hard as she can. She’s
running out of time. She’s having a panic attack.)

(The pressure finally becomes unbearable-
Time’s up.)
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((Music 1:20) MAGGIE SLAPS her paper down into the pile, defeated.
An immediate shift. The STUDENTS spin to face upstage.)

(A classic mime transition occurs - everyone simultaneously turns in
place, symbolizing the passage of time. The STUDENTS turn 180 degrees
while MAGGIE stands and turns 360 degrees.)

(Another test day. The STUDENTS return to their seats, holding their
papers. MAGGIE is using her coping mechanisms. Breathe.)

(Music 1:30)
(The students are facing downstage.)
(They sit on the floor.)
(They slap their papers on the ground and start writing again.)
(Music 1:35)

(Music 1:40)

(SLAP!)

(SLAP-SLAP!)

(SLAP! SLAP! SLAP! SLAP!)

(It’s happening again, but more quickly. MAGGIE is becoming
increasingly overwhelmed.)

((Music 1:44) The STUDENTS stand, holding their papers. They form a
semi-circle around MAGGIE, facing downstage. They groan, snicker, and
click their tongues like clocks. They steadily get louder. They begin
speaking aloud. “Come ON!” “You’re STILL working?”)
(This is the ONLY verbalization in the show.)

((Music 2:00) The TEACHER places a caring hand on MAGGIE’S
shoulder and leans down to kindly look her in the eye. An enormous shift
occurs. Silence.)

(MAGGIE’S breathing slows down. The world slows down. The
movement becomes gentle and fluid. The STUDENTS and their papers
float around the room. They gather and hold their papers in front of their
faces to create a large square. The papers become a whiteboard in the
classroom.)
(Repeat last 10-15 seconds of music until end of show.)

(The TEACHER is giving MAGGIE the extra time that MAGGIE needs.
Still sitting downstage center, MAGGIE watches as the TEACHER writes
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on the whiteboard. The STUDENTS flip their papers over to reveal
phrases written across the board. “Don’t give up!” “I believe in you!”
“You are smart.” “Take your time.”)

(MAGGIE keeps working on her test, calm and confident. She’s been
uplifted by her teacher’s support and understanding. MAGGIE finishes,
checks her work, and stands, holding her test high in the air. She’s
overcome with accomplishment and joy. Around the room, the
STUDENTS join her in lifting their papers. Everyone lets go and watches
their papers float down to the ground.)

CURTAIN
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SOMEWHERE IN BETWEEN
A Tiny Play

By Mac Scheldt
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Cast of Characters

KENNEDY: Age 21, non-binary.

Note: The actor playing Kennedy must have a tic disorder.
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AT RISE: Lights up on a blank stage with a comfy chair center stage. There is a person
sitting in it.

KENNEDY
You know those moments in your life where you were certain that it was the point of no return,
but it wasn’t? It’s years down the road and you’re back, somehow, at that moment again, and
realize you were wrong? You thought it was that point of no return, but instead, it was a moment
that would forever change you, but not in the way you thought it would. It was one of those
defining moments. But just in a different way. In a beautifully imperfect way. It sends out these
shock waves that become tiny changes of events that eventually bring you back here, to that
same moment again. But this time, it’s so much better. I’m older now, I’ve experienced some
“life,” I guess. I’ve lived a little. And I know who I am. Three years ago, I didn’t have a single
clue, that the person who I was, was only the person that I thought everyone wanted me to be. I
was all for the pleasure and enjoyment of everyone else, especially men, and I didn’t have a
fucking clue about it. No, seriously! I had no clue. I thought I was ready for my “life to begin.” I
thought I knew what I wanted to “do with my life.” I thought I had everything figured out. I
thought that I understood something that other people didn’t. I thought I had won a game or
something. Clearly, I had not. I’m aware that I am not like other people. I have a tic disorder.
Which means that I am a walking shit-show. No, scratch that, I am the show. People don’t
understand how dehumanizing it is. That I have to be the one to desensitize everyone to this, to
tics. I get to be the show. I get to be the one who every stares at when I have a tic attack. It’s
almost as if I’m an object, an object of people’s curiosity, and the results of that are, well…

(Honestly.)
That I’m reduced to something less human than you. That I, as a person, am reduced to my tics.
That is the only notable thing about me to you.

(Beat.)
I get to experience everyone’s eyes on me, constantly, all of the time. I get to be the freak show. I
get to be this thing, this thing that no one understands. So I stand there. And I tic. And everyone
watches me. I get to be the person that shows everyone around me what it’s like to have a tic
disorder, I get to be the show. That’s all I am to some people, I’m something to watch. To stare
at. I’m nothing without my tics. Because without them, what would be your source of
entertainment? If not me, then who?

CURTAIN
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LANDLINE
By Monica Enloe
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Cast of Characters

NAOMI

GRACE

MOM

SISTER

Note: While Naomi may observe and approach other characters, they should not make eye
contact with or directly interact with her.
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AT RISE: Enter NAOMI to center stage. She is holding a landline phone and places it on the
ground next to her as she sits down. She dials. Enter GRACE to upstage left. She
stares forward with good posture and composure, almost robotic. NAOMI holds
the phone up to her ear.

GRACE (perky.)
Crisis hotline, my name is Grace, how may I help you?

NAOMI (quietly.)
Um.

(GRACE cuts her off.)

GRACE
I’m sorry, can you speak louder?

NAOMI
No. My family’s asleep.

GRACE
What is your name?

NAOMI
Naomi.

GRACE
That's great, now Naomi, are you currently at risk of hurting yourself or others, or is anyone you
know at risk of hurting you, themself, or others?

NAOMI
No, no, I'm not... you know; that.

GRACE
Great, Naomi, would you mind answering the second part of the question: is anyone you know at
risk of hurting you, themself, or others?

NAOMI
No. I mean, yes, that's a no. Well, I mean unless... but like -

GRACE
No? Great. ALright then Naomi how can I help you tonight?

NAOMI
Well. I think I just had a panic attack. And it’s been the worst night of my life thus far, so there's
also that. I don't know, I just can't sleep.
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GRACE
Well thank you for calling. May I ask, do you have a support system you are currently able to
communicate with?

NAOMI
Well…

(Enter MOM stage right.)

MOM
I talked with your dad and it seems like you were making him feel disrespected. I think if you
can apologize this will all go away.

(Exit MOM stage right.)

NAOMI
No, my dad took my phone. I’m calling from the hotel landline.

GRACE
Is your father currently a threat to your safety?

NAOMI
No, he's not abusive or anything. He does things that aren't okay, but... you know, we just got
into this fight and I have this stupid anxiety thing so it was like I was especially emotionally
vulnerable. And he just wouldn't stop yelling at me. I couldn't get away so my body or my brain
or whatever just... snapped.

GRACE
Naomi, you seem to be very self-aware, do you by chance have a therapist?

NAOMI
Yes.

GRACE
Do you think you could talk to them tomorrow? Or is there anyone else you could talk to?

NAOMI
My sister, I guess.

(Enter SISTER stage right.)

SISTER
Look, I know how he can be. Maybe try riding your bike to mom's house. I'll see if I can come
by tomorrow to check on you.

(Exit SISTER stage right.)
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NAOMI
We’re not that close; I don’t even think she knows we’re not home.

GRACE
Naomi, I think some sleep could really do you some good. Can you try that for me?

NAOMI
I mean, I told you before -

(GRACE cuts her off.)

GRACE
That’s wonderful. I hope your circumstances improve and remember you can call whenever you
need to.

(Exit GRACE stage right.)

(NAOMI sits in silence with the phone up to her ear for a few moments
more. She takes a deep breath, then puts the phone down.)

CURTAIN
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SUBNIVEAN SERENITY
A One-Act

By Carlee Warfield
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Cast of Characters

CLARA: Actually autistic, but uncertain. Contemplating whether or
not she will receive the diagnosis.

MALLORY: Supportive girlfriend.
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AT RISE: The stage is dark, except for a warm light overhead. CLARA looks down at the
ground and gently rocks back and forth on the bottom of a staircase. CLARA
looks up towards MALLORY as she enters. CLARA & MALLORY wear winter
clothing.

CLARA
Thanks for meeting me out here. I’m sorry, I know it’s cold.

MALLORY
No worries, I don’t mind.

(MALLORY sits next to CLARA and wraps her arms around her.)

MALLORY
Is this touch okay?

(CLARA nods.)

(Pause.)

MALLORY
How have you been holding up?

(CLARA speaks without making much eye contact. She looks beyond the
stage and occasionally at her feet. Her voice rises in volume as the
anecdote progresses.)

CLARA
The waiting is unbearable. I’ve been in so much pain. Reminds me of the time when I was in
high school, and I started getting really severe chest pains. My parents worried that it might be
my heart, so we rushed to the doctor and they ordered an EKG. The nurse had to put these slimy
stickers on my boobs in front of my dad. It was so awkward.

(Her voice falls.)

CLARA
Turns out, after all that, the test came back fine. I just had anxiety.

(Silence.)

CLARA
What if I’m making it up? What if I’m not actually...you know…

MALLORY (interrupting.)
Autistic?
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(Short pause. CLARA looks down at her shoes.)

CLARA
Yeah. I mean, I read so many websites, took all these online tests. The psychologist even said
that I checked all the boxes, but I’m still so afraid that I’m wrong. After all that, the twenty five
page research document, the four hour evaluation, the agonizing conversations with my
parents…

(CLARA squeezes her eyes shut, then reopens them.)

CLARA
Just to be wrong.

(MALLORY lets out a gentle sigh.)

MALLORY
C’mon, stand up.

(MALLORY gestures for CLARA to stand. CLARA does, reluctantly.
MALLORY moves behind CLARA and takes her by the shoulders.)

MALLORY (pointing.)
I want you to look out there and tell yourself that you’re autistic. Speak it into the universe.

CLARA
(Gesturing wildly.)

Are you kidding me Mallory? With all these buildings around? Anyone could hear me!

(MALLORY appears sympathetic. She moves aside, then takes CLARA’s
hand.)

MALLORY
I know you, Clara, and you wouldn’t have put all this effort into something if it didn’t mean
anything. More importantly, deep down, you know that you’re autistic. You wouldn’t have
connected so many dots if you weren’t. Now come on, I really want you to do this. Not for me,
but for yourself.

(CLARA shakes out her hands and takes a deep breath before speaking.)

CLARA
When I was nine, I walked the blacktop alone at recess and never thought anything was wrong
with that until I went to summer camp and other girls called me weird and laughed at me. And
then, when I went back to school that fall, I did everything I could to fit in. I stopped raising my
hand in class, I softened my voice to seem more docile…

(Short pause. CLARA looks down at the ground.)
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CLARA
I did everything I could to shrink myself, and I still didn’t fit in.

(Pause.)

CLARA
I’ve spent the last nine years trying to grow into a person that doesn’t exist. Because she can’t.
Not without being whole.

(CLARA takes a small breath and looks back up. MALLORY wraps her
arm around her again. Pause.)

MALLORY
(Pointing off into the distance.)

Hey, look, it’s snowing.

(CLARA & MALLORY share a small smile.)

CURTAIN
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STIM
A Short Play

By Rachel Schless
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Cast of Characters

GIRL ONE

GIRL TWO

Note: The two girls should look similar.
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AT RISE: Two girls enter from stage right. There is a chair center stage right. GIRL ONE
should sit here, GIRL TWO should continue walking and sit cross-legged center
stage left. GIRL ONE will begin to read the following monologue. Once she
begins to speak, GIRL TWO should begin stimming. She should begin with
smaller physical and vocal stims (hand flapping, humming) and progress into
large physical and vocal stims (jumping, yelling). The girl in the chair should
remain completely still, sitting straight with her hands folded in her lap.

GIRL ONE
I’m not that good with words. I always stumble over them, never knowing what’s going to come
out next. I try to plan them. I try so hard. I rehearse them, repeating them over and over in my
head, until they’re ingrained into my brain like the songs you were forced to learn in elementary
school. But every time, without fail, the second they leave my mouth they’re all jumbled up.
Sometimes I lose my words altogether. I stutter, I go silent. I can’t make a comprehensible
sound. When this happens, I try speaking in different ways. I use my own “words”, words that I
know by heart, that I feel could never fail me. I flap my hands, rock my body, twirl around until
I’m so dizzy I fall. But nobody understands these words. They say they’re weird, they ask me to
stop, they say I’m making them uncomfortable. So I stop, I sit quietly, hands in my lap, defeated.
I don’t understand: how can something that feels so right be so bad?

When I’m alone, I jump all around. I shout and yell, clap my hands. This, ironically, is the only
time I feel fully understood. Maybe not by others, but by myself. I can speak however I want to,
and express myself in ways that are said to be odd, absurd, crazy. But to me they are natural,
whole, beautiful. Maybe I’m not that good with your words, but I’m absolutely perfect with
mine.

(At this point, GIRL ONE should quietly get up and begin stimming as
well.)

(Both girls should exit stage left, stimming as they do so.)

CURTAIN
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